Abstract-In this paper, the system identification method to Hammerstein model is studied. Considered that the identification accuracy of the standard particle swarm optimization (PSO) is limited and the local optimal problem is easily occurred at later stage, the standard PSO and its initial value setting is firstly discussed. Then, a modified PSO combined with the methods of asynchronous time-varying learning factor and linearly decreasing time-varying weight is put forward to obtain the optimal solution in the whole parameter space. Finally, the comparison experiments are done to verify the accuracy and the advantage of noise resistance of the proposed method.
INTRODUCTION
Now the algorithms of system identification mainly includes least squares algorithm, neural network algorithm and swarm intelligence algorithm. These algorithms have been studied a lot, for example, recursive least squares algorithm was used to identify the model parameters [1] and neural networks was also used to achieve an effective identification [2] . Swarm intelligence algorithm specifically includes PSO and the fruit flies algorithm i.e. PSO is a kind of random optimization algorithm based on group behaviors. It has the advantages of simple implementation and less adjustable parameters, which attracts the attention of many researchers. In reference [3] , PSO is used for system identification, and in reference [4, 5] , it is modified to identify some specific systems.
The inertia weight w, convergence factor (constraint factor), "cognitive"part c1 and "social" part c2 are the main factors which will influence the performance of PSO. A satisfying recognition effect can be obtained by adjusting and improving these main factors. Many improved methods have been proposed in the field of recognition at home and abroad. The dynamic inertia weight w can achieve better search results than a fixed value. In the later stage, the value of w should be decreased to increase the search accuracy. Nevertheless, it still remains two points of weakness. One is that in the early stage, the local search ability is weak, and in the later stage, the global search ability is weak, which will easily bring local extreme. The other is the number of iterations is hard to predict, which will affect the regulating function of the algorithm. Three kinds of nonlinear decreasing weight strategy were proposed on the base of LDW [6] . The strategy of LDW is better than the convex function decreasing, but worse than the concave function decreasing. Yet the difference of the effect among these three strategies is not very obvious. An optimized PSO, i.e. PSO-DT, was attached with an optimal perturbation term through the velocity update mechanism of PSO [7] . This improvement could avoid the particles trapped in local optimum. However, the identification accuracy of PSO-DT is weak, that's because the introduction of the optimal perturbation terms is equivalent to bring in some noise interference, which may have certain influence on the identification accuracy.
Thus, a modified method based on the standard PSO is proposed in this paper. Specifically, the learning ability coefficient c1, c2 and inertia weight w of standard PSO is combined and adjusted through dynamic self-adapting to increase the search speed of particle and the ability of identification accuracy. Experimental comparison is carried out between the standard PSO and the modified PSO, which proves that the algorithm proposed in this paper can not only improve the identification accuracy, but also increase the convergence speed, and effectively avoid the local optimum as well. ( 1) ( ) ( ) 
space, that is as to say the number of unknown parameters. i=1, 2, …, m, m is the size of the population, t is the current times of iteration. r1 and r2 are uniformly distributed random numbers in the interval [0, 1]. c1 and c2 are accelerating factors, also called learning coefficients, which presents the cognitive for its own and its entire group knowledge. w is called inertia weight, which is used to maintain the original velocity factor and balance the global and local convergence.
B. The Modified PSO
The main idea of the modified PSO proposed by this paper is that inertia weight w, "cognitive" section c1, and "social" part c2 are adjusted dynamically. In order to archive better performance, the inertia weight of the algorithm needs gradual linear decrease as the iteration proceeds. In the early stage of iteration, larger inertia weight can make the algorithm not easy to fall into a local optimum, and in the later stage, smaller one can make the optimization process converge faster and more smoothly to ensure a stable system convergence. The specific expression is shown as (2) .Where w max is the maximum inertia weight, wmin is the minimum inertia weight, t is the current iteration times, iter is the total times of iteration.
Asynchronous time-varying procedure can be described as follows: c1 is assigned to be a larger value at the beginning of the particle swarm iteration and needs reduced gradually as the procedure proceeds. Instead, c2 starts with a smaller value and gradually increases itself later. The procedure is similar to the scenario that a group of people look for something: In the early stage, we rely on our own basic experience, just like the "selfcognitive" part c1. With the experience accumulated and consensus collected, we began to apply the social knowledge in looking for something, just like the "social knowledge" part c2. The relationship between c1, c2 and the times of iteration is shown in (3).
where itermax is the maximum number of particle swarm iterations, and t is the current number of iterations, c 1f , c 1i , c 2f , c 2i are constant.
C. Parameter Identification of the Hammerstein Model
Based on Modified PSO The identification of Hammerstein model is to estimate a set of optimized parameter vector θ, which produces the minimum sum of squared errors between the parameter model output and the actual model output under a specified target function criteria. The identification parameter vector is set as: 
.The purpose of the identification is to estimate a vector   which can satisfy the objective function.The objective function is the sum of squared errors between parameter model output and the actual model output. It can be described as (4):
where s is the identification window size, y is the estimated output of the parameter model. The smaller value of the objective function achieves the better performance.The steps of the identification are as follows:
Step1: Initialize the population, including the population size and the dimensions of particles, as well as the maximum times of iteration, and assign the initial loop variable t =1, w, c1 and c2;
Step2: Generate the initial parameter space of identification by randomly assigning initial position, initial velocity, and individual extremum Pbest of each particle and global extremum gbest of the particle swarm;
Step3: Recalculate the position and velocity of every particle by applying (2-4) and then the parameter space of identification is updated;
Step4: Calculate the new fitness value of each particle through the target function;
Step5: For each particle, the new calculated fitness value is set as its individual extremum if the fitness value is less than the current individual extremum P best ; Find the minimum extremum among the particle swarm, set the minimum extremum as the current global extremum G best if the minimum extremum is less than G best;
Step6: If the current iteration times reaches preset maximum value, the loop terminates. Otherwise go to step 3. When the condition is met, the optimal parameter estimate and the optimal function resolution can be achieved.
III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
In order to verify the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm in, the model is selected as (5) . 
Where u(k) is a Gaussian White noise sequence and ξ(k) is a noise sequence. The mean and variance of u(k) are respectively 0 and 1, while the mean and variance of ξ(k) is 0 and 0.1. There are 6 parameters in (5) needed to be identified, which are shown in (6): 
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The parameters of PSO are set as follows: the window size s is 50, the number of particle population n is 40, and the maximum number of iterations iter is 1200. The maximum velocity v max is 1 and the maximum location x max is 2. The optimal parameter estimation of this model is conducted using modified PSO and standard PSO respectively, and the comparison results are shown in Figure I .The output curve of the model proposed in this paper is in accordance with that of the original model. It shows an excellent identification effect and verifies the feasibility and effectiveness of the proposed modified PSO, which is combined with asynchronous timevarying linear learning factor method and linear time-varying weight method. Another thirty times experiments have been done to illustrate the effectiveness of the proposed method, and the experimental results are shown in Table I .
In Table I , the identification precision of the improved PSO is higher than that of the standard PSO, thus verifying that the modified PSO algorithm has the ability to improve the precision of model identification. The changing process of identification parameters is shown in Figure II and III. From Figure II and III, it can be seen that the identification parameters of the modified PSO match the truth values of the real model when the number of iterations reaches 400 approximately, while the standard PSO algorithm cannot match the truth values until the number of iterations reaches about 600. In order to further illustrate the advantages of the proposed algorithm, the comparison is conducted in this papTer with two existing improved PSO algorithms. One is carried with the constriction factor, and the other is carried with the perturbation factor. A brief introduction of the Contraction Factor Particle Swarm Optimization (CFPSO): The constriction factor λ is introduced to keep the convergence of PSO. It conducts the search by changing the speed updating formula of the particle while keeping the location updating formula unchanged. The speed updating formula is shown in (7). ( 1)
FIGURE III. THE CHANGING PROCESS OF IDENTIFICATION PARAMETERS OF THE STANDARD PSO
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. φ is set to be 4.1, and the constriction factor λ is calculated to be 0.729. The comparison of identification effect between the improved PSO with constriction factor and the proposed algorithm is presented in Figure IV .
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In Figure IV , the curve of the identification value in the proposed algorithm can fit the curve of truth value very well, which means high identification precision. While the output curve of the PSO with constriction factor doesn't match the truth value well, which means its identification precision is not good enough. The comparison of identification parameters after 30 simulation experiments between the proposed algorithm and the improved PSO with constriction factor is presented in Table II.As seen from Table II , the mean values of the identification parameters of the proposed algorithm are closer to the true values than those of the improved PSO with constriction factor, which means better performance in precision and effect of identification and fulfills our expectations.
There exists an improved particle swarm optimization algorithm with disturbance term (PSO-DT), which added an optimal perturbation term to the speed update mechanism of PSO. Its purpose is to avoid particles trapped in local optimum. The specific formula is described as (8). The comparison of identification parameters after 30 simulation experiments between the proposed algorithm and the PSO-DT is presented in Table III Table III shows that the mean values of identification parameters of the proposed algorithm are closer to truth values than those of PSO-DT. Therefore, it is easily concluded that the identification precision of the proposed algorithm is better than PSO-DT.
IV. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORKS
In this paper, the Hammerstein model of single input and single output is identified by the introduction of a modified PSO, which is combined with asynchronous time-varying linear learning factor method and linear time-varying weight method. From the experimental results, it can be seen that the modified PSO can not only increase the identification accuracy, but also improve the convergence speed and convergence effect. Also, it has also demonstrated the effectiveness of the algorithm by preventing the system from falling into local optimization and achieving ideal identification results.
However, it should be noticed that the robustness of the proposed algorithm is not strong enough under the circumstance of different signal-to-noise ratio, which needs to be further studied in the future.
